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Menu Search.. Easysword On September 4, 2006, the U.S. Federal Communication Commission (FCC) passed a law to require any mobile phone to switch its digital signal from
analog to digital no later than 2012.[1][2] To this date, digital phones (phones that have "Digital enhanced Network (DEN)" or "Digital Enhanced Network (DIN)" as shown on the
back of the device) is still in use.[3] (See "Digital radio" for further discussion about radio waves). Prior to the Digital Switch-Over, most phones were analog and therefore most
mobile phones ran on analog frequencies (850 and 806.4 MHz). However, in some rural areas the analog signals of the cellular network may not reach. Two methods have been

proposed to extend service to these locations: Use SIM cards to send all of the cellular phone transmissions as digital signals over digital frequencies. SIM cards were made digital
(256 Kbit/s) long ago. Some stations didn't like digital SIM cards since it doesn't cost anything to implement, other stations only needed to convert analog-to-digital and from digital-

to-analog.[4] Therefore, a different digital technology must be used to send the SIM card's digital signals. However, this adds significant extra cost and complexity to all mobile
devices. Coverage for mobile phones can be extended into these areas by converting a phone's audio streams to a digital audio format in real-time (as the phone is being used) and

then broadcasting those conversions over the air. This is called "internetcasting" or "broadcast over IP". This uses a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) to convert the phone's audio
streams to a digital format, compress the streams, and broadcast them over the air. When the phone is not in use, the broadcasted stream can be recorded into a hard drive.[5] The
concept of broadcast over IP is not new, but actually the first known demonstration was at the 3GPP NGMN (Next Generation Mobile Networking) meeting in Oct. 2003 where several
phones participated in a small scale experiment on how to take the phone's audio streams and broadcast them over the air to cover certain areas with mobile phone service.[6] In

many cases, internetcasting is able to provide a solution that is cheaper, more flexible, and better than either SIM cards or analog phones. In some areas, both SIM cards and
phones are ineffective or
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column named mean
which contains the mean
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aggregate function for

that: aggregate(mean~1,
data = df, FUN = mean) If
there are several columns
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